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VDL and SM CNS Corporation, its local partner, win the regional
MBCs contracts for T-DMB headend systems in Korea
Paris, France - May 11, 2007:
The successful collaboration between VDL and SMCNS allowed to win the nationwide six regional
MBCs contracts for T-DMB head end systems in Korea, known as the biggest single project in TDMB in the country.
That performance was allowed because VDL hit the better scores in technical/support capability
evaluations as well as pricing.
With the MBCs contracts, VDL has become the market leader of Korea in terms of market share
representing both broadcasters and meaning names such as government R&Ds centers and major
commercial developers.
Widely known for its innovative and easy-to-use products, VDL has attracted customers worldwide.
The company is present in 20 countries and continues its commercial expansion abroad in
particular in Asia. Moreover VDL and SM CNS will soon be present in Singapore at the occasion of
Broadcast Asia International Exhibition from the 19th to 22nd June.
As the first country to commercially launch mobile TV (in Dec. 2005), South Korea has also seen
an important growth in the number of DMB receivers, which is now well over 4 million. This
number makes South Korea the most successful mobile TV market in the world! And it is expected
to rise even more with an increase in coverage, which has already begun earlier this year. VDL is
reinforcing its presence in the Korean market with the rollout of T-DMB services across the country
and contracts with regional broadcasters.
Yannick ANDRÉ-MASSE, CEO of VDL: "We are proud to work with SM CNS, our partner in the
Korea and Asian Pacific region since 2002. We look forward to an even stronger relationship with a
business expansion in Asia. After recent sales in Middle East and before important contracts about
to be signed in Europe, the news contracts in Korea make VDL to maintain its position as the
largest references in the world".

About VDL
The French VDL Company is a DAB/DMB equipment manufacturer and a DAB/DMB network
provider in France since 1998. Its competence and its experience in the field of DAB and DMB
allowed VDL to design a full range of DAB/DMB equipment and services, including an all-in-one
soft multiplexer D-VAUDAX. These innovative products are easy to use, user friendly and price
competitive. VDL has the largest references in the world and attracts customers of any size
worldwide.

For further information please visit the website http://www.vdl.fr
Contact:
Yannick ANDRÉ-MASSE, CEO
VDL
Tel: + 33 (0) 472 840 600
Fax: + 33 (0) 472 840 601
Email: contact@vdl.fr

About SM CNS
The Korean company SM CNS is committed to the realization of optimal multimedia services that
corresponds to the new digital economy.
SM CNS, widely known for its related terrestrial-DMB products, is solidifying its position as the TDMB total solution provider capable of providing an end-to-end solution, from the head-end
multiplexing and monitoring system for broadcasting companies, to the complete package for
receiver development/manufacturers.
For further information please visit the website http://www.smcns.net
Contact:
Jay INN, CEO
SM CNS Corporation
Tel: + 82 (0) 2 720 9834
Fax: + 82 (0) 2 720 9833
Email: jayinn@smcns.net

